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ȧȁ8�M$ȁƂƀƁƄȁ 
Ten months into KEH’s ownership of 
the Fleet and while the anticipated 
wander towards a title coronation 
under Steve Brown hadn’t 
materialised, we were still at the 
right end of the league table and in 
contention for the end-of-season 
shake-up when Tonbridge Angels 
last came to north Kent, on March 
29th. Fleet had won 2-0 down at 
Longmead 18 days earlier – the 
original November game was called 
õūȁ¶ïȁÙõđĂȁÁËÔõĂËȁæÛÂæǯõūȁÁËÂ¶đĆËȁ
a “late deluge forced the referee’s 

hand” – and did the double with a 
1-0 home victory.

Back then, this division was 
called the Skrill South, Cameron and 
Clegg were still an item in Number 
Ten, it was a month away from 
Steven Gerrard’s infamous slip that 
handed the Prem to City, and two 
months away from Dover crashing 
õđĂȁÿè¶ġǯõūȁŭï¶èȁÿ¶ĂČġǔȁ2¶ČËĂȁÛïȁČÙËȁ
year, the Scots held a referendum 
to leave the UK but remain won and 
that was surely the end of asking 
people to make huge decisions by 
straight in-out votes.
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meeting v Tonbridge in 

March 2014
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No one outside Westminster 
had heard of Dominic Cummings 
and Kent’s own Nigel Paul Farage 
was a guy with a megaphone 
campaigning against the European 
gravy train (while some might say 
simultaneously riding it!). Meanwhile, 
the suggestion that a failed 
gameshow host and serial golfer, 
whose ego demands tall golden 
buildings emblazoned with his name 
on the top, was two years away 
from being elected president of the 
United States would have had you 
laughed out the pub. And if you’d 
placed a bet that the very same 
president would, in 2020, float the 
idea of injecting bleach and shoving 
¶ȁ[dȁèÛÕÙČȁÛïČËĂï¶èèġȁČõȁŭÕÙČȁ¶ȁĚÛĂđĆǕȁ
astonishingly you’d be rich.

ȧȁ9?d�8��MȁƂƁQVȁƂƀƁƉ
�¶ĆČȁÔõĂě¶ĂÇȁŭĚËȁġË¶ĂĆȁ¶ïÇȁ
everything had changed. The UK 
had voted to leave the EU, held two 
general elections, with a third a 
couple of weeks away, and London 
2012 zip wire act Boris Johnson 
had become prime minister. There 
was chaos in the Commons while 
¶ČȁQČõïËÁĂÛÇÕËȁMõ¶ÇȁÛïȁČÙõĆËȁŭĚËȁ
ġË¶ĂĆǕȁČěõȁîõĂËȁÿè¶ġǯõūȁŭï¶èĆȁÙ¶Çȁ
been played at the old ground, with 
us memorably winning promotion 
at the third time of asking. And 
ÁđČȁÔõĂȁ¶ȁÂĂ¶ĦġȁèđïÂÙČÛîËȁæÛÂæǯõūȁ
at Prenton Park against a fresh 
Tranmere Rovers, we could’ve been 
Ûïȁ¶ïõČÙËĂȁÿè¶ġǯõūȁŭï¶èǔȁ?ÙǕȁ¶ïÇȁ
England came close to reaching the 
World Cup Final. But didn’t.

This time last year, the majority 
of us hadn’t heard of Barnard 
Castle, thought Zoom was a 70s 
ice lolly, expected most people 
wearing masks to be 
up to no good, 
and that the most 
dangerous threat 
from China was a 
telecoms company. 

But, unbeknown to the entire planet, a 
55-year-old man in Wuhan fell ill…

ȧȁ9�eȁk��MȁƂƀƂƀ
Ah ‘2020’... all the ‘jokes’ were naturally 
about perfect vision. It would be a 
great year for opticians – no one knew 
then how easy it was to get your eyes 
tested by simply driving a car on a 
50-mile round trip – and for everyone 
else as well. Brexit was getting done, 
Johnson was promising prosperity 
and it was hoped that the country 
could calm down after what had felt 
èÛæËȁŻŶǕȁèËČȁ¶èõïËȁŭĚËǕȁġË¶ĂĆȁõÔȁČđîđèČǔ

A new year trip to Barrow wasn’t 
on the top of most people’s wish lists 
and, well, the rest is history as we 
headed back down the M6, M1, and 
round the M25.

Back then, precious few of us had 
heard of Tennis Borussia Berlin and 
the only Germans we knew were 
Angela Merkel, Jürgen Klopp, Daniel 
Farke, the bloke who used to manage 
$đÇÇËĂĆŭËèÇǕȁ0Ă¶ÔČěËĂæǔǔǔȁ¶ïÇȁ�ïČõïÛõȁ
German. And the only Dennis’ in our 
lexicon were Bergkamp, Neilson, 
Rodman and the Menace. (Fun fact – 
the Non-Flying Dutchman’s full name 
is Dennis Nicolaas Maria Bergkamp.)

ȧȁ8�M$ȁƂƀƂƀ
By now, the news was dominated 
by daily information about a novel 
coronavirus, although it was far 
ĂËîõĚËÇȁÔĂõîȁõïËȁõÔȁČÙõĆËȁŭÂČÛõïȁ
paperbacks people like to take on ȧ

“ THIS TIME 
LAST 
YEAR, THE 
MAJORITY OF 
US HADN’T 
HEARD OF 
BARNARD 
CASTLE AND 
THOUGHT 
ZOOM WAS 
��ܹ  S ICEږڝ
LOLLY...

�ˆ�/XFN\"��
The black cat at our last 

meeting v Tonbridge clearly 
didn’t have 2020 on its mind
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holiday, whatever they 
used to be. Covid-19, or 
to be precise SARS-
CoV-2, was spreading 
fast and we were 
being urged by our 
prime minister, no less, 
to wash our hands 
regularly while singing 
‘Happy Birthday’ twice.

It couldn’t have 
arrived at a worse time 
for Fleet as we had 
started to get players 
back and were stringing 
some decent results 
together. On March 
12th, Arsenal boss Mikel 
Arteta tested positive for Covid and 
the following day, naturally a Friday 
13th, football in the top four divisions 
was suspended until April 3rd. Fleet 
had already travelled up to Yorkshire, 
so would our televised Shay game go 
ahead?

In yet another bizarre moment 
in our history, Halifax vs Ebbsfleet 
was, I believe, the only professional 
football match broadcast in the 
whole of western Europe on March 
14th and thanks to Jon Wood’s 
mega-mask we were 
all over the media. In a 
sign of things to come, 
I watched the game 
in the function room 
at the Kuflink Stadium 
with Henry Hudson and 
a handful of others, 
and we secured our 
third straight win to 
ŭï¶èèġȁÂèÛîÁȁõđČȁõÔȁČÙËȁ
relegation zone, our 
unwelcome home for 
months. It would be the 
last action but by no 
means the last act of 
our 2019/20 season.

Two days later, 
Johnson asked everyone 

to stay away from pubs 
and restaurants, so we 
all rushed into pubs and 
restaurants, and it was 
clear what was heading 
our way by looking at 
continental Europe. I 
swiftly caught the train 
up to the Wirral to see 
my family in a three-day 
dash and found myself 
sitting in a Liverpool pub 
around half four on Friday 
20th. My phone vibrated 
to a BBC alert that the 
prime minister was about 
to address the nation, 
again, and I watched as 

he promptly closed all the pubs and 
restaurants from midnight. There 
was a second of silence before all 
the Scousers stampeded to the bar! I 
caught the train home.

ȧ LOCKDOWN I
As everyone recalls, it was just 
three days later when Johnson shut 
everything down and the entire 
nation, or rather four nations, were 
trapped indoors for 23 hours a day. It 
was an awful time for everyone and 

especially for people 
like me who live alone. 
The only humans I spoke 
to in person for weeks 
ěËĂËȁČÙËȁÂÙËÂæõđČȁĆČ¶ūȁ
in the Co-op and the 
guys serving me much-
needed takeout beer at 
the Iron Pier brewery.

Like many others, 
I was saved by 
Zoom and my Fleet 
WhatsApp group quickly 
established the twice-
weekly Ebbsfleet Arms 
#virtualpub. Without 
Alan & Fran, Andy & 
Sandra, Emily & Patrick, 
Henners, and Jason up 

�˂�(OERZ�UHI�
The early days of Covid-19,  

in our last game of last 
season  at Halifax

ˆ�.HHS�\RXU�GLVWDQFH���
Fleet fans Fran and Alan 
follow the 2m distancing 

regulations
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in Sunderland, plus my family, best 
mate Brendan in Portsmouth, Matt 
ex-Northfleet in Norfolk, and Ryan 
the Harrogate fan, I don’t believe  
I would have got through lockdown. 
More Zooming with Sara & Tim, 
Theo, Callum, Rob, Ross, Martin, and 
Jarvo in Barcelona, among others, 
also helped and slowly but surely 
life without football and pubs and 
travel became bearable.

Unfortunately, for many 
thousands of people, life got worse 
and my heart goes out to everyone 
who lost a loved one due to this 
ÙõĂĂÛŭÂȁĚÛĂđĆȁ¶ïÇȁČõȁČÙõĆËȁěÙõȁ
contracted Covid and are still 
¶ūËÂČËÇȁÁġȁÛČȁČõÇ¶ġǔȁ&ČȁÕõËĆȁěÛČÙõđČȁ
saying, but I’ll say it anyway, that we 
owe a huge debt of gratitude to all 
those who work in the health and 
care sectors, together with the key 
workers who kept things moving 
and delivered.

ȧ NEXT SLIDE PLEASE...
A whole new chapter in the 
dictionary of life opened up, with 
clap for carers, PPE, two metres, 
herd immunity, hand sanitiser, 
facemask, flatten the curve, 
bubbles, no herd immunity, social 
distancing, and track and trace 
suddenly becoming the new normal 
conversation. Vallance, Whitty and 

the Van-Tams were the soundtrack 
of early evenings as we watched the 
Cummings and goings on the Daily 
�ĂÛËŭïÕȁQÙõěǔȁeËȁČđČČËÇȁÁËÙÛïÇȁõđĂȁ
masks when others didn’t wear them, 
or had them slung so low they were 
merely acting as a chin hammock. 
And then PPG happened.

While the Premier League and the 
Championship restarted, much to the 
relief of those supporting Liverpool 
and Leeds, the other two EFL – 
which still sounds like an unhinged 
vigilante group rather than the once 
proud Football League – divisions 
voted to end their seasons and use 
‘points per game’, a completely 
crude methodology that removed 
any semblance of sporting chance 
¶ïÇȁÛïČËÕĂÛČġǕȁČõȁÇËČËĂîÛïËȁČÙËȁŭï¶èȁ
placings.

When Tranmere were demoted 
from League One by 0.04pts, the 
writing suddenly loomed large on the 
walls at Stonebridge Road, a ground 
that by now had seen the arrival of 
Damian Irvine as CEO. Sure enough, 
with the likes of Havant and York 
pushing the National League hard 
ÔõĂȁJJ ȁ¶ïÇȁÿè¶ġǯõūĆȁČõȁÕõȁ¶ÙË¶ÇǕȁ
Fleet got demoted by 0.002pts. It was 
tough to take, so with the permission 
of the guys at the Iron Pier, I designed 
a mock beer pump (below) to cheer 
myself up. It didn’t work, but later 

ȧ

“ WITH THE 
LIKES OF 
HAVANT 
AND YORK 
PUSHING 
THE 
NATIONAL 
LEAGUE 
HARD FOR 
PPG AND 
£h�æܰ�FF®�¼��
GO AHEAD, 
FLEET GOT 
DEMOTED BY 
®¼£ژږږږ

ˆ�(OLWH�LQVLVWHQFH
Havant went elite...  
but then went out  

to Dartford
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in the year I would raise a pint to 
Altrincham and Weymouth, and 
Harrogate.

ȧ SUMMER LOVIN’
Gradually the locks were released 
and we could meet people again, 
then the pubs and restaurants 
reopened with more hand sanitiser 
than the contents of the cellars, and 
some people even managed to get 
a holiday in before self-isolation and 
quarantine got added to the 2020 
vocabulary. Thoughts started turning 
to actual football being played in 
front of a real live audience and then 
Fleet dropped the news of Dennis 
Kutrieb’s appointment. Perhaps 
familiar at the outset to only the very 
few who study lower league German 
football, Fleet’s new manager 
became big news and suddenly we 
were all over the media again. Oh, 
and I turned 50!

ȧ OKTOBERFECKED
VÙËȁŭĠČđĂËĆȁěËĂËȁÿđÁèÛĆÙËÇȁ¶ïÇȁČÙËȁ
pain of demotion faded as local 

awaydays once again 
loomed on the horizon, 
with competitive 
matches slated to start 
in October, in what 
looked to be a savvy 
move by the National 
League. 

A train-facilitated 
– SDFT, DLR, c2c – 
awayday to Upminster 
to drink beer and watch 
the Fleet draw 0-0 at 
Hornchurch was the 
start of what should’ve 
been eight months of 
local derbies and trips 
to old and new haunts. 

Then the entirely 
predictable occurred. 
eËǹÇȁŭèèËÇȁČÙËȁÿđÁĆȁ
and restaurants in July 

and August, schools and universities 
went back in September, and just 
as the new NLS season was poised 

˂�)URP�WKLV����fans at ourlast 
home game of 2018/19...

ˆ�7R�WKLV��� 
keeping the stream alive
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to start, the second wave of Covid 
crashed the plans to allow fans back 
into grounds. At least we could play, 
albeit behind closed doors, thanks to 
ČÙËȁ$¶Ě¶ïČǯkõĂæȁǸËèÛČËǹȁÇËŭïÛČÛõïǔ

ȧ LOCKDOWN II...  
         AND THE ‘NEW NORMAL’
It’s fair to say that without that 
55-year-old Chinese fella, and 
all that has ensued since, over a 
thousand fans, including my Angels 
mate Colin, would be at Stonebridge 
Road this afternoon. However, the 
new normal instead sees us sat in 
our individual flats and houses under 
the second lockdown, watching the 
game via a livestream and listening 
to Lord Chas repeatedly apologising 
for “any bad language that you may 
have heard” as the Fleet bench and 
ČÙËȁõèÇȁÔõĂæËĂĆȁÁËĂ¶ČËȁČÙËȁõŬÂÛ¶èĆȁ
who have, by the way, been so 
gloriously ... what’s a polite term – 
‘questionable’ (?) this season... that 
it’s clear we’re back in the South.

Huge credit goes to the club who 
have, in the space of a few weeks, 
gone from planning the return of 
fans to producing TV streaming  
to enable us to watch the new ‘on 
the deck, give and go’ Fleet home 
¶ïÇȁ¶ě¶ġǕȁÇËĆÿÛČËȁČÙËȁÁËĆČȁËūõĂČĆȁ 
of EE in some locations! Where’s 
Kevin Bacon and his megabits-

tastic 5G when you need him?
There is chatter coming from the 

Commons that once the sequel to 
Lockdown II is released, presumably 
titled ‘Tiers of a Nation’, fans may be 
permitted to click the turnstiles once 
more. Of course, this will likely prove 
to be more noise than substance, 
but we all hope that we can soon 
dispense with the warmth and 
screens and once more stand in the 
freezing cold – masked and socially 
distanced, of course! – to watch our 
team live as opposed to livestreamed. 

Up The Fleet!

ȧ

The Fleet 
Xmas Box!
Order yours for this Christmas! 
• Adult gift box with shirt, 
signed player photo and red 
facemask
• Junior gift box with shirt, 
scarf and signed player photo
• Bespoke: make your own and 
save 10%!
See shop.ebbsfleetunited.co.uk

˂�7KH�ROG�IRUNHUV��Still work to be done  
at the Kuflink Stadium on matchdays

ˈ�<RXU�FRUUHVSRQGHQW�WKLV�DIWHUQRRQ���� 
Phil Moss is counting down the days until a 
return to spectator sport... in the flesh!

https://shop.ebbsfleetunited.co.uk
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M A N A G E R 
Dennis Kutrieb

R E F E R E E
A S S I S T A N T  R E F E R E E S

J A C K  P A C K M A N
R Y A N  H E A D
J A M E S  H U R S T

Tom HADLER [GK]  

Tobi�$'(%$<2�52:/,1*
Bobby-Joe TAYLOR
Sefa KAHRAMAN
Ben FREMPAH
Jake GOODMAN
Adam MEKKI
Josh PAYNE
Rakish BINGHAM
Michael�:(67
Lee MARTIN
Jordan HOLMES [GK]  

,ɲ\ ALLEN
Greg CUNDLE
Will�:22'
Alex EIRICH
$OɰH EGAN
Reece GRANT
James DOBSON
Jack PAXMAN
Ben CHAPMAN
Charlie 52:$1

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23

Alex AKROFI
Tom BEERE
Rian BRAY
Kristian CAMPBELL
Khale DA COSTA
James FOLKES
Ben GREENHALGH
Jonny HENLY [GK] 
Arthur LEE
Ted MCDONALD [GK]
Sonny MILES
Tom PARKINSON 

Jack PARTER
James�6+$: [GK]
Javaun SPLATT
D’Sean THEOBALDS  

Joe TURNER
Jason�:,//,$06
Tommy�:22'

M A N A G E R 
STEVE McKIMM
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